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The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away….  

Oh dear – never mind me - just mourning the avenue of plane trees flanking the river that once 

graced our village of Villeneuve Loubet. Planted in Napoleon’s time, they recently fell…victim to a 

dreaded and pernicious American disease. There are others, but this one seems even worse than 

McDonalds (68 million customers worldwide). See how our village looked a few years back - the 

magnificent platanes in their copper-coloured autumn vesture, observed from above our house : 

And then, a year later – sadly, you’ll notice some trees towards the left of the picture had already 

been felled by edict of the authorities, the moment the initial symptoms manifested themselves : 

Couldn’t find that pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow, alas…..could it, too, have been gobbled by 

the American disease? I’m sure you will agree the trees still make a picturesque sight, though. 
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While we’re at it, this is how graceful they looked in the hot Provençal summer months, offering 

delicious shade, as Napoleon intended. Then, by contrast, in the depths of winter : 

                                 

                     (Oh, yes, we do occasionally get snow here in the sunny S. of France.) 

Now, clearly a more dramatic aspect - whoosh! (onomatopoeia) : the river in full flood, those valiant 

remaining trees holding their own resolutely against the rushing water: 

 

 

and yet, and yet….. even they finally succumbed :  dismembered and given the coup de grâce, 

brutally administered by men with chainsaws, cranes, and trucks a few months ago. The end was 

protracted and, as you might expect, horrible to watch : 
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Grit your teeth……….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only two trees left standing……and then…. I can’t possibly let you see the final result. 

Let’s change the subject.    

Yesterday we saw Norma in Monte Carlo. The old gal was on form, even had a makeover for the 

occasion. Total revamp in fact - reinvented herself as doyenne of the Résisitance.  

 

 

Getting warm? You’re right - it is Cecilia Bartoli. And (guess what) playing the title role … 

My imperfect pitch caught me on the hop and I failed to spot whether she sang Casta diva in F or G. 

(Should’ve paid attention to the transition, darn it.) I’d be gobsmacked if it were the latter, but 

according to my teccy friend Jean-Charles (see previous blog) the orchestra had tuned to A=428Hz or 

thereabouts, which would certainly have facilitated matters for her. A peek over the pit-rail 
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confirmed that Its incumbents were in fact not the usual team – l’Orchestre Philharmonique de 

Monte Carlo – but indeed a period band, complete with gut strings, an absence of valves, and 

narrow bores on the starboard flank. Finally the evidence of my ears : the light textures, the fleeting, 

transparent sound, tempered by the odd patch of smudgy intonation (pace I Barocchisti), reaffirmed 

the evidence of my eyes.  

Bellini on period instruments harrumph.  

It was quite a revelatory experience nonetheless. As always, anything to do with thunderstorms, 

volcanic eruptions, or burning temples (grist to the mill of opera composers - see above) sounds so 

much more gutsy and convincing from a period band (when historically appropriate of course) than 

the rather camp Hollywood sonic upholstery of modern orchestras. 

Not only that, the new Bärenreiter edition used for the occasion stripped away some of the clutter 

which has accrued through “tradition” and/or simple bungling by the original copyists, restoring a 

near-as-dammit pristine version of Bellini’s intentions, inasmuch as one can accurately surmise. It’s 

always a matter of conjecture even as late as the 19th century, where in Italy Ricordi printed and 

indeed published vocal scores ahead of rehearsals on a brand new work.  

However it was common during those rehearsals for singers to demand excisions, insertions, 

transpositions (Should Casta diva be sung, for example, in G or F? Singing either version met with 

Bellini’s approval), and there might even be orchestral interludes which needed to be lengthened or 

shortened for staging reasons. Humperdinck’s extra measures during the final scene change in Act I 

of Wagner’s Parsifal are a good case : if you don’t know you would never spot them.  

On the same tack, there are still original vocal scores of Verdi’s La Forza del Destino knocking 

around, which, after subsequent reprintings and revisions following the work’s premier at St. 

Petersburg, bear little resemblance in places to what we have grown to know and love. And have 

you perchance seen the original (and I mean printed) edition of Madama Butterfly? After its 

disastrous premier at La Scala Puccini rather faint-heartedly altered a lot of things (I’m not sure he 

was entirely right) to produce the Butterfly we know today – and this is as recently as the twentieth 

century.  

I’m wandering…  let’s get back to la Bartoli, Norma, and the vexed question of soprano vs. mezzo. 

Annoyingly of course, the creator of the title role, Giuditta Pasta, possessed by all accounts a voice 

which slotted into that indeterminate category described nowadays as Zwischenfach. This would 

certainly strengthen the argument for Bartoli’s tackling the title role rather than the important 

comprimario role of Adalgisa, traditionally sung by a mezzo, which we had all assumed she would be 

singing.  

The key of Norma’s big aria then? In any case even the legendary Callas, the reigning Norma of her 

day, sang Casta diva in F, so the downward transposition proves nothing in particular. People have 

compared Callas to Pasta (meaning the singer), but to my ears Callas was a pukka soprano. She, bless 

her, sang Bellini at a probably historically incorrect A=440+, with a full blast, armed-to-the teeth 

orchestra of contemporary meat-eating musicians, and at La Scala Milan to boot - a fairly large 

house by European standards.  

Now let’s not forget that in Monte Carlo - a much smaller theatre with considerably improved 

acoustics since its refurbishment - Bartoli was singing at a lower pitch, reclining vocally on the 

feather mattress of a vegetarian band, AND (or were these old eyes deceiving me?) something else 

to help her along, something a bit sneaky….. 
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From time to time a wall was dropped in from the flies, mid-stage, just as Norma was about to scale 

the dizzier heights of dramatic intensity – you know, the sort of moment where the blowers and 

scrapers in the pit are reinforced by a phalanx of trumpet, horn, trombone and timpani colleagues to 

improve the shining hour, sometimes unfortunately annihilating the singer, should she or he not be 

on hand with the necessary decibels. 

The significance of the wall? Well, it sure provided an excellent prop upon which Madame could vent 

her spleen with her fists, but likewise served the very useful purpose of reflecting sound into the 

auditorium. 

Miss Bartoli is known not to possess a large voice……ergo perhaps, the wall? 

Enough speculation – time for the Judge’s summing-up :  

Two notable exponents of the role. How do they compare? Bartoli a sort of mezzo, Callas a true 

soprano and a whole lot more besides – a real goddess. Just look at her Norma : 

 

 

But, whereas Callas’ bel canto stylistic authority was of necessity partially instinctive, Bartoli’s is on-

the-money historically informed, as well as being technically irreproachable. Maybe that’s my 

problem : she’s too 21st century savvy. I know which I’d pack in my suitcase for the desert island 

(Callas performances probably too explosive to pass airport security requirements notwithstanding). 

And yet I wouldn’t have missed this Monte Carlo Norma for worlds. It taught me a lot. 

The matinée we attended received a standing ovation, but I know for certain that a number of soi-

disant opera cognoscenti had walked out at the dress rehearsal. The buzz was that Miss Bartoli’s 

sense of authenticity stretched to hiring an old-fashioned claque to assure the success of her 

performances.  If so, then maybe she slipped up over the dress rehearsal… 
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And Callas? Hadn’t much choice in her day, one supposes, especially at institutions like La Scala 

where intrigue was rife, front of house and backstage. Opera houses are still political, hierarchical 

hotbeds of distraction and grotesquely overreaching egos, but careers are less likely to be destroyed 

by in-house wrangling than in days of yore, when make or break was very much the stock-in-trade of 

opera managements.  

Nowadays things rest more in the hands of the media – all that hype, YouTube, magazines, the lot - 

and careers are largely dependent upon popular perception. The institutions have lost their edge in 

terms of credibility, and identifiable standards no longer seem high on the agenda. Look at the poor 

old ENO, struggling to maintain the identity it carved out for itself so successfully in the 1970’s, when 

it really did give Covent Garden a run for its money.  

Call me old fashioned If you like, but I do place enormous value on the importance of clear diction 

when performing opera in English. So much is lost in translation, particularly in terms of nuance, 

inflection, vowel colours and vocalità, that one expects at the very least the bloody thing should be 

comprehensible. Supertitles above the heads of the audience. Yikes! An admission of defeat if there 

ever was one on the part of the ENO.   

Currently the company is seriously threatened, as most people know. Despite mission failure we 

don’t want the ENO to go the same way as our poor old plane trees in Villeneuve Loubet, do we?  

Speaking of felling, my award for clear and unambiguous delivery goes to this lady :  

 

 

Who reported of this lady : 
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“Sharapova suspended after felling jugs test.” 

I’m pretty certain what she meant was “failing drugs test” but one can never be sure. If I’m correct 

that’s two boobs in a row. 

Very 21st century. 
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